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The Han1 ming-distance 
is the number of different 

of two O-l seqwxes c1c = (cyiJiEI ,.... n ad P = (&)i=~ ,..., n 
coordinates. In other terminology, the distance of two 

sets A and B is the raz{dinaIity of their symmetric diiference, d(A. B) = f A A B I. 
(With this distance the se&system P(X) consisting of all subsets of the finite set X 
is a metric space). 

A Hammil tg-sphere with center c’ is a set ,system l;p c P(X) such th:lt for some 
k: 

{SC ,Y: d(§, C,r&)cSPc(ScX: d@, C)<k+l}. 

The d -neighbliurhood of a set-system .&c P(X) is 

&SQ=(YCX: d(Y,&=mind(Y,A)<d). 
AEd 

It was Hqer who first proved that the cudinality of r&~% is at least as large as 
the d-nelgl bourhood of some appropriate Hamming-sphere with the same cardi- 
nality I&l. 75s tileorem has important applications in information theory. Katona 
[3] gives a difiel=ent proof. For a generalization see Margdlis [S] (Blowing-up 
lemma). Here we give ti new proof for Harper’s theorem in an equivalent form. 

Th~rem. Let & fznd 98 be set-systems on X and 

d&Z, 9) = min{d(14, B): A E .& B E 93) -1~ d. 

Then there are two Vamming-spheres J& with center X 
that I..Q&,~ = 1 al, I%$,[ -= 1~11 and d {do, C&J 3 d (&, Se). 

. Consider the set sf pairs 

((A, /-:. “k A E .s;%, A * 6 
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and 9& with center $9 such 
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and 
{(B,Wy: BE93,B*$S,(BpIB*(). 

If there are no such pairs, then ~4 i.s an X-centered and 48 is an j&entered 
Hamming-sphere, and then there is nothing to prove. 

Otherwise let us choose a pair (A, A*) or (3 Btk) with minimal symmetric 
difference IA ~1 A*\ or IB A B*( resp. &sume this rrinimal pair is (A,, A$). 

Set 

.A,-A:= U, A;-AO= V; ILJl~~lVl. 

For these sets U and V we define the following two opel*ations (Up and Down). 

%(A) = 
{A-U+V if UC/~, VnA--fl,A- U-+-V&$, 

\A otherwise. 

9(B) = [ 
B-V+U if VcB UI’~B=~~,B--‘~+U~~~, 

I otherwise. 

It is clear that the mapping 32c and 9 are one-to-one and thus 1%(58)\ = 1901, 
%)I = 1~1, further !%((n)l z~~AI, (9(k?)(+?J. Ssxe 9t(AJ = A$, the joint ap- 

- :,ation 3 and 9 strictly increases the quantity (1 IAl-C IBI). We show 
0 d%!(d), 9(%1)) a d(d, 989, and thus the repeateti *tpplicatio;rs of % and 9 finally 

lead to two Hamming-spheres. 
dip A E ??&Q’) ncc4 and B E 9(sB) n3, then clearly d(A., B)>d. Similarly, if .A’ E 

%QY~)--&, B’ E 9(9)--$38, then A’= A--U+V,.B’=B-V+UandthusA’AB’= 
A A B where A E & B E 3. Therefore !A’ A B’( = IA 4 B i 3 d!. This settles the 
cases of two old or two new sets. 

If one set is new and the other is unchanged, e.g. 

A’E%(J+--d, BEi9(%)m& 

then A’=A-U+V where A~,rbl. 
If WC B and U n B = 8, then B# has not been changed to a smaller set by the 

operation 9 only because I? = (B - V+ U) E 3. Thus A’ A B = A A B whence 
d(A’, B) = d(A, ti, 3 rl. 

If the condition (’ V c B, U n Is =: j$J is not satisfied and U = p), then V$ $3. Further 
A,, 5 A& thus the minimal choicle tzbf (A,, AZ) implies I VI = 1. We infer 

A’AB=(.A+V)AB=(AAB)+V, 

consequently IA’ A ~1 ad + 1. 
Finally, if 1 s ; Ul< I VI and the condition (V c B, 1/ n B = 9) is not satisfied 

then there are two elements u E C’ ‘1 E V such that at least one of the inclusions 
OE V-B, uE UN3 holds. Since 

$1=:/A- (~~-u)~(V-.~)~=:IA’\>:IAI and #A ~I<J&&gl, 

the definition of 4, impliesx that Al E &?. Further .A’ = (A - u +v) and thus 
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A’ A B = (2 - u + U) A B. If we delete the element u from A, then I& A B\ 

increases or decreases by 1 according to whether u ER or not. Further if we 
adjoin the element 21 to (A - u) then [(A - u) A Bj increases or decreases by 3. 
according t3 whether U$ B or not. Thus in any case 

~A’ABI=J(~-u~-w)AB~~~~AB)~~. Cl 

If 

then the exact computatio! 1 of min{l&=& 14 = a} has been reduced to thle 
following problem: Given a set-system 9 of (ca - xrzk (7)) k-element sets, at lea!;t 
how many (k - d&element subsets are contained in the sets of g? This well- 
known problem is answered by the theorem of Kruskal and Katona [Z, 41 which 
states that if 

1q=~)+(p$+- +(;) 
where ao, > h-1 > l l l > a, 2 t [the representation of IS\ in this form is unique:), 
then 
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